Hyperspectral imaging as a possible tool for visualization of changes in hemoglobin oxygenation in patients with deficient hemodynamics - proof of concept.
There is a lack of imaging tools for the evaluation of spatial alterations in microcirculation including blood oxygen saturation and hemoglobin distribution but recent innovative developments in hyperspectral technology may offer a solution. We examined different hemodynamic disorders in patients suffering from scleroderma, Dupuytren surgery, chronic foot ulcera and skin infections. Superficial and deeper blood oxygen saturation, hemoglobin distribution and water content were determined using hyperspectral imaging (HSI). In the patient with scleroderma, distinct cutaneous low perfused regions correlated with macroscopic skin aspects and seem to be potential therapy control marker. With HSI accurate clinical evaluation of a macroscopic conspicuous wound after Dupuytren surgery was possible and influenced further surveillance decisions. HSI clearly revealed the spatial geometry and also the clinically related perfusion parameters of abscess formation and chronic ulcer wounds. The hemodynamically relevant parameters like blood oxygen saturation (1 mm to approx. 6 mm subcutaneous), total hemoglobin distribution and tissue water content can be easily determined and visualized with HSI in near real time. Hence, this technique seems to be suitable for routine diagnostics of acute and chronic wounds as well as for the examination of systemic hemodynamic disturbances. Special indications may be transplant surveillance and monitoring of therapeutical interventions.